Frequency characteristics and nonlinear features of responses of cat dorsal horn neurons to random stimulation of cutaneous afferents.
The system between cutaneous (suralis) afferents and dorsal horn neurons was studied for comparison with studies previously performed on the motor axon-Renshaw cell system, using the same methods. In anaesthetized or decerebrated cats, 27 dorsal horn neurons of segments L5 to S1 were recorded extracellularly in depths of 1-2.3 mm from cord dorsum. Cutaneous afferents in branches of the ipsilateral suralis nerve were stimulated with sequences of randomly occurring electrical pulses at two levels of mean rate. The responses of the dorsal horn neurons to the stimuli were evaluated in the frequency and time domain. Calculation of coherence, gain and phase functions (via spectral analysis) showed that the frequency response depended on the precise pattern on cell discharge and could vary from broad-band to low-pass or occasionally band-pass characteristics. There were minor differences in these characteristics with those of Renshaw cells. A special type of nonlinear analysis, using conditional peristimulus-time histograms, showed that the responses to test stimuli were facilitated, depressed or both by conditioning stimuli occurring some tens to a few hundred milliseconds before. Early and late response components could be conditioned individually and differently. Exponential fits to such conditioning curves yielded two time constants for depression (means of 21 and 94 ms) and one for facilitation (14 ms). Similar conditioning effects and time constants were previously found for the motor axon-Renshaw cell system although a few differences were apparent. By analogy, it is suggested that part of the long-lasting conditioning effects (with long time constants) are probably due to presynaptic mechanisms.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)